
 

GoodLuck launch 'The Luck Down' livestream series

Electronic music act GoodLuck has launched The Luck Down, its own livestream series to keep us entertained during the
Covid-19 lockdown. The musicians launched the livestream series after they participated in Global Citizen's
#TogetherAtHome livestream in March.

The series looks to inspire positivity and hope in a time of uncertainty and bring people together, while apart from their own
space. The series will showcase old and new friends of GoodLuck - everything from comedians and cooks, to life coaches
to other well-known artists and pioneers in their fields, as well as everyday South Africans making the most of their current
situation and news of feel-good stories, all with the aim to enlighten, educate, uplift and inspire while the lockdown continues
in South Africa and across the globe. The livestream episodes will air every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 9.30am SA
time across their social platforms and fans can tune in and comment and suggest their own stories of hope and positivity.

“Wow, we can’t believe the reaction to our first morning show! Thanks so much to everyone who tuned in! Join us for
upcoming episodes of The Luck Down livestream. During this lockdown period, we want to connect with our fans and
friends around the world to share the good news, the awesome creativity out there and the uplifting stories coming out of
this global crisis.
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“We want to reach out and connect with you and show some of the inspiring bits that we have found online and in the
world! We will feature music, cooking lessons, health and wellness segments, live interviews, comedy and so much more,”
says Juliet Harding, GoodLuck.

Head to GoodLuck’s YouTube channel to stream the episodes.

GoodLuck and The Luck Down are also supporting The Solidarity Fund by aiming to raise R30,000 for those who are
needing food and support living in the toughest conditions in South Africa during Covid-19, please help them reach their
goal and donate here.
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